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The 'Factfiles' are non-fiction readers for all ages, featuring a wide range of topics such as famous cities, sport, science,
the environment and the media. There are exercises at the back of each book to check students' understanding, plus
ideas for extended activities and project work.
A level 1 Oxford Bookworms Library graded reader. Written for Learners of English by John Escott. Twenty-five million
people come to England every year, and some never go out of London. But England is full of interesting places to visit
and things to do. There are big noisy cities with great shops and theatres, and quiet little villages. You can visit old
castles and beautiful churches - or go to festivals with music twenty-four hours a day. You can have an English afternoon
tea, walk on long white beaches, watch a great game of football, or visit a country house. Yes, England has something
for everybody - what has it got for you?
Word count 6,700 Suitable for young readers
"This book is supported by a MultiROM, containing a complete dramatized audio recording of the story plus interactive
activities."--P. [4] of cover.
Word count 9,685 Bestseller
Word count: 9,311 Suitable for young readers
Four-level graded readers series, perfect for reading practice and language skills development at upper-primary and
lower-secondary levels. Dominoes is a full-colour, interactive readers series that offers students a fun reading experience
while building their language skills. With integrated activities, an interactive MultiROM, and exciting, fully dramatized
audio for every story, the new edition of the series makes reading motivating for students while making it easy for you to
develop their reading and language skills.
Oxford Bookworms Library: Stage 2: ChocolateOUP OxfordChocolate - With Audio Level 2 Factfiles Oxford Bookworms
LibraryOxford University Press
Word count 1,140 Suitable for young learners
A level 1 Oxford Bookworms Library graded reader. This version includes an audio book: listen to the story as you read.
Written for Learners of English by Janet Hardy-Gould. 'It's a good place for gold,' said people in the 1840s, and they
came from all over the world. 'It's a good place for a prison,' said the US government in the 1920s, and they put Al
Capone there on the island of Alcatraz. 'It's a good place for love,' said the hippies in the 1960s, and they put flowers in
their hair and came to Haight Ashbury. And San Francisco is still a good place - to take a hundred photographs, or see
the Chinatown parade, or just to sit in a coffee shop and be in this interesting, different city . . .
Dominoes are full colour readers with extensive Activities and Project pages. Quick Starters are the same level as Starter
with shorter, simpler stories. They are suitable for students who need more support in their reading than is provided by
traditional readers. The Activities and Projects can be used either in class or as homework.
Word count 24,510 Bestseller
A level 1 Oxford Bookworms Library graded reader. Written for Learners of English by Janet Hardy-Gould. 'It's a good
place for gold,' said people in the 1840s, and they came from all over the world. 'It's a good place for a prison,' said the
US government in the 1920s, and they put Al Capone there on the island of Alcatraz. 'It's a good place for love,' said the
hippies in the 1960s, and they put flowers in their hair and came to Haight Ashbury. And San Francisco is still a good
place - to take a hundred photographs, or see the Chinatown parade, or just to sit in a coffee shop and be in this
interesting, different city . . .
Word count: 7,033 Suitable for young readers
New York, 1925. While her children play, Rosalia unpacks boxes in the family's new apartment. In one of them, she finds her old sketchbook,
and when she looks at the pictures, they take her back to her journey to America from Italy by sea in 1910, as a fourteen-year-old girl...Word
count 8,707
It is the year 650 in England. There is war everywhere because the old king is dead and he has no son. Only when the new king comes can
the fighting stop and the strange, magical story of King Arthur begin. But first, Merlin the ancient magician has to find a way of finding the next
king...
It is just before Christmas and the marshal wants to go South to spend the holiday with his wife and family, but first he must recover from the
flu (which has left the Florentine caribinieri short-handed) and also solve a murder. A seemingly respectable retired Englishman, living in a flat
on the Via Maggio near the Santa Trinita bridge, was shot in the back during the night. He was well-connected and Scotland Yard has
despatched two officers to "assist" the Italians in solving the crime. But it is the marshal, a quiet observer, not an intellectual, who manages to
figure out what happened, and why.
A six-level paired skills series that helps students to think critically and succeed academically. The Third Edition builds on Q: Skills for
Success' question-centered approach with even more critical thinking, up-to-date topics, and 100% new assessment.
A level 2 Oxford Bookworms Library graded reader. This version includes an audio book: listen to the story as you read. Retold for Learners
of English by Sarah Walker. In Sweden, nobody wants a troll to come into their garden, but how do you stop them? On a lonely road at night
in Oman, Abdul's car breaks down and he takes a ride with a stranger, but perhaps it is safer to walk. In England some young people play a
scary game, and in Asia, a soldier returns home - at last. Every country in the world has stories about ghosts and spirits and monsters of one
kind or another. Some people believe in ghosts, and some don't - but everyone enjoys a good ghost story.
Oxford Bookworms enjoy a world-wide reputation for high-quality storytelling and a great reading experience.Research shows reading a lot
improves all your language skills.Experts recognize Oxford Bookworms as the most consistent series in terms of language control, length,
and quality of story - very important for fluent reading and extensive reading.There's a wide choice of titles too - something for everyone.
Word Count 5,664
A level 1 Oxford Bookworms Library graded reader. This version includes an audio book: listen to the story as you read. Written for Learners
of English by John Escott. Twenty-five million people come to England every year, and some never go out of London. But England is full of
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interesting places to visit and things to do. There are big noisy cities with great shops and theatres, and quiet little villages. You can visit old
castles and beautiful churches - or go to festivals with music twenty-four hours a day. You can have an English afternoon tea, walk on long
white beaches, watch a great game of football, or visit a country house. Yes, England has something for everybody - what has it got for you?
Word count 7,662 Suitable for younger readers
Word Count 6,778
A level 1 Oxford Bookworms Library graded reader. Written for Learners of English by Janet Hardy-Gould. Hollywood - nine big white letters
against the Hollywood Hills. Every year millions of people come from all over the world and look up at this famous sign. Why do they come?
They come to see the stars on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, and to see the hand and foot prints outside Grauman's Chinese Theatre. They
come to visit Universal Studios, and perhaps to see a movie star or two. Most of all, they come to be in the most famous place in movie
history - exciting, wonderful Hollywood!
"For a child in the great city of Venice in the thirteenth century, there could be nothing better than the stories of sailors. There were stories of
strange animals, wonderful cities, sweet spices, and terrible wild deserts where a traveller could die. One young boy listened and waited, and
dreamed. Perhaps one day his father and uncle would return. Perhaps he could travel with them to great markets in faraway places. For
young Marco Polo, later the greatest traveller of his time, a dangerous, exciting world was waiting..." --Back cover.
A level 2 Factfiles Oxford Bookworms Library graded reader. This version includes an audio book: listen to the story as you read. Written for
Learners of English by Barnaby Newbolt. What are the most beautiful, the most interesting, the most wonderful things in the world? The Great
Pyramid, the Great Wall of China, the Panama Canal – everyone has their favourites. And there are natural wonders too – Mount Everest,
Niagara Falls, and the Northern Lights, for example. Here is one person’s choice of eleven wonders. Some of them are made by people, and
others are natural. Everyone knows the Grand Canyon and the Great Barrier Reef – but what about the Iguazú Falls, or the old city of Petra?
Come and discover new wonders . . .
Sinbad the sailor spends many years at sea. He visits strange countries, meets some strange people and some very frightening animals. He
is sometimes rich, sometimes poor and always in danger. But all the time he is learning for his adventures, until finally he returns home to
Baghdad, an older and wiser man.
Suitable for younger learners Word count 6,508
Supplementary teaching material for the Oxford Bookworms Factfiles.
A level 3 Oxford Bookworms Library graded reader. This version includes an audio book: listen to the story as you read. Written for Learners
of English by Alex Raynham. You're fast asleep, and nothing is happening. Or is it? In fact, your body is hard at work. Your lungs are taking
oxygen from the air, and your heart is pumping blood round your body. Millions of pieces of information are travelling backwards and forwards
to your brain all the time. Muscles are repairing themselves, and in your lymph nodes special cells are cleaning germs and waste from the
body. You may think that nothing is happening, but in the extraordinary machine that is the human body, it is very busy indeed . . .
A housewife, a tramp, a lawyer, a waitress, an actress and– ordinary people living ordinary lives in New York at the beginning of this century.
The city has changed greatly since that time, but its people are much the same. Some are rich, some are poor, some are happy, some are
sad, somehave found love, some are looking for love. O. Henry's famous short stories and– sensitive, funny, sympathetic and– give us vivid
pictures of the everyday lives of these New Yorkers.
A level 2 Factfiles Oxford Bookworms Library graded reader. This version includes an audio book: listen to the story as you read. Written for
Learners of English by Janet Hardy-Gould. You can drink it, and you can cook with it. You can even make buildings, dresses and hats out of
it. You can give it to somebody as a present, or you can buy it for yourself. And of course you can eat it. Dark chocolate, milk chocolate, white
chocolate, chocolates with gold on the outside – everybody loves chocolate. Follow its story, from the forests of Central America hundreds of
years ago, through Africa, Europe, and the United States, to the growing markets of India and China. Perhaps you need a little something to
eat while you read . . .
A retelling of the travels of Moroccan scholar Ibn Battuta in North Africa, the Middle East, and Asia during the fourteenth century, told in
simplified language for new readers. Includes activities to enhance reading comprehension skills and improve vocabulary.
Word count 10,188 CD: American English Suitable for younger learners
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